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THERMAL & ACOUSTICAL SOLUTIONS

WORSHIP

Ultimately, a worship center is about providing a place for
people to come together and spread a message, making
acoustic consideration key. All too often, sound systems are
made a priority while the acoustics of the space are overlooked,
effectively destroying benefits of any sound system. While
worship projects can vary greatly in architecture, our acoustic
treatments can address these issues.

CLASS A, CLASS 1

International Cellulose Corporation manufactures Class
A, Class 1 Fire-Rated thermal and acoustical treatments
in varying finishes to combat noise and reverberation,
improving intelligibility in Worship Centers.
FELLOWSHIP BIBLE CHURCH - LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS, USA | K-13 Black | 50,000 sf - 1-1/2” Thick

CUSTOM COLORS

Our cellulose-based exposed finishes are spray-applied and
conform to virtually any properly prepared substrate or
complex configuration, be it a historic building with high,
arched ceilings or a repurposed metal building with metal
decking and exposed ductwork. Also, all of our thermal and
acoustical finishes are available in custom colors to meet any
design goals.

Sustainable

SAINT CHARLES ASSUMPTION CHAPEL - COLUMBUS,OHIO, USA | SonaKrete White | 7,000 sf - 3/4” Thick

Additionally, our products are sustainable. We manufacture
our finishes from 80% recycled material and may contribute
to satisfying credits under the LEED® green building program.
Our products are UL GREENGUARD Gold certified and Factory
Mutual Approved.

Experience

CALVARY CHURCH - SEONGNAM-SI, GYEONGGI-DO, SOUTH KOREA | SonaSpray “fc” White

With over 60 years in the industry, the worship projects
highlighted in this brochure are just a small example of
the many types of projects that have benefited from the
acoustical and thermal finishes offered by International
Cellulose. No matter what your design requirements and
budget constraints are, for new construction or renovation,
our products can be customized to help you create the ideal
space.

TEMPLE OHABEI SHALOM - HISTORICAL RENOVATION - BROOKLINE, MASSACHUSETTS, USA | SonaSpray “fc” Custom Colors | 21,000 sf - 1/2” Thick

MILE HI CHURCH - LAKEWOOD, COLORADO, USA | K-13 Black | 40,000 sf - 1-1/2” Thick

UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON - IMMACULATE CONCEPTION CHAPEL - HISTORICAL RENOVATION -

DAYTON, OHIO, USA

| SonaKrete Custom Colors
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